
LSAC Committee Minutes 
Date | time 28/05/2015 20:00| Location The Holt 

Meeting called by Ben Clark 

Type of meeting Fortnightly Meeting 

Note taker Matthew Peers 
 

Apologies 

Louis Richardson 

Nicole Schembri 

Arthur Coveney 

Henry Bardet 

 

 Main Business  

Chair  

Ben 

 

  Ben reported that BUTTS Outdoors had been successful, the club now just 

requires Adam to invoice for the competition.  

  It was mentioned that next season the BUTTS League entry fees will be 

increased to either £90 or £100. 

  Ben also reported that the AU will now not be paying for the second day of 

BUCS Outdoors, Ben will be meeting Dave to discuss this and will raise the 

issue of paying for BUTTS Outdoors too. The club will potentially have to 

find £232 to cover the entry fees for the Sunday of BUCS. 

Secretary 

Matthew 

 

  Matthew reported that there has not been any further news regarding the 

club’s new GNAS cards, he also reported that the minutes of the previous 

meeting will be published shortly. 

Treasurer 

Laura 

 

  Laura mentioned that the club will have a maximum of £450 remaining in the 

budget at the end of the year, although £232 of this may now be required to 

pay for BUCS Outdoors. Some money to cover petrol costs to the county 

competitions may also be withdrawn from this, but this is estimated to only 

be in the order of £40-50. It was suggested that the remaining money could be 

used to purchase another set of long arrows, and a trolley for moving the 

bosses outdoors. 

 Team Captain 

Sarah 

 

  It was raised that there were some errors with the BUCS seeding lists, 
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however this was checked during the meeting and identified to be fine. It was 

also suggested that Alex Brown’s and James McCartney’s positions be 

switched. The club has also paid to take 2 tents, and Sarah will suggest to 

members what to purchase in advance of the competition. 

Social Sec 

Jonathan 

 

  Jonathan is in the process of checking when people are available for the ‘End 

of Term’ Social, if there is no ideal date, one will be picked. The social is 

planned to be a meal at ‘The Basin’ followed by the club awards at a pub, 

before heading to another pub or ‘Revolution’. 

  The idea of a final committee social had been suggested to Jonathan, to be 

held at an Indian restaurant in Shepshed. However it was suggested that the 

idea be made open to the rest of the club rather than leaving it as a committee 

only event. 

Alumni Officer  

Tom  

  Tom is going to confirm who is attending Ex Vs Current before putting 

together the target list. Tom also suggested not buying food in advance of the 

competition in case the weather is not suitable to host the BBQ, in which case 

a suitable pub will be identified. Ben will check whether it is still possible to 

host a BBQ and will create a Fire Protection Letter. 
 

Upcoming Competitions  

 Ex Vs Current -31st May 2015 

 BUCS Outdoors 13th-14th June 2015 

Session Rota 

Date Session Taker Location Notes 

Thursday 28th May JB Towers Pitch  

Friday 29th May MP Towers Pitch  

Saturday 30th May LH Towers Pitch  

Sunday 31st May TC Towers Pitch Ex Vs Current 

Wednesday 3rd June TC Towers Pitch  

Thursday 4th June MP Towers Pitch  

Friday 5th June JB Towers Pitch  

Saturday 6th June BC Towers Pitch  

Sunday 7th June LH Towers Pitch  
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Wednesday 10th June AP Towers Pitch  

AOB 

Next meeting date: Provisionally Wednesday 10th June 

 

It was raised that maybe Louis was not sufficiently thanked for all the effort he put into organising BUTTS 

Outdoors, and it was questioned whether the club could do anything to show its appreciation. The club will also be 

thanking Eddie and Charlotte for their assistance at the competition.  


